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Abstract
The evolutionary analysis of the genome of the immediate cluster is an important part of comparative genomics research. Identifying the
overlap between immediate homologous clusters allows us to elucidate the function and evolution of proteins between species. Here, we
report a network platform called Ortho-paralogous Venn-diagram representation that can be used to compare and visualize a wide range
of ortho-paralogous clustering of genomes. In our work Ortho-paralogous Venn-diagram results show a functional summary of interactive Venn diagrams, summary counts, and interspecies shared cluster separations and intersections. Ortho-paralogous Venn-diagram also
uses a variety of sequence analysis tools to gain an in-depth understanding of the cluster. In addition, Ortho-paralogous Venn identifies
direct homologous clusters of single copy genes and allows custom search of specific gene clusters. It enables us in wide analysis of the
genes and protein by comparing the genes using Venn diagram .Here the user can upload our own gene sequences into the application ,using three clustering approach to check the best clustering approches like SOM,K-means and advanced clustering after that we are
using the Venn diagram repersentator to evolutionary cluster the genes having similar functionality and structural similarity from the
uploaded data.Here we are using a venn diagram representation as an application which used to cluster the orthologous and paralogous
gene on basics of their evolution and functional aspects.it enables us in wide analysis of the genes and protein by comparing the genes
using venn diagram representation.here the user can upload our own gene sequences into the application where the venn diagram representator clusters.the genes having similar functionality and structural similarity from the uploaded data.
Keywords: Venn Diagram Representator; Orthologous; Paralogous; UPGMA; SOM.

1. Introduction
In a multi species segregation is a tedious process so clustering
approach will give a clear idea of separation of various species for
that we can use multiple clustering algorithm. Combining.
All three algorithms to check the efficiency.Orthologous and paralogous genes are the clusters of genes from different species
where the first shows the similar character or functionality
achieved from the common ancestry whereas the latter shows the
similar character due to the constrained evolution. The orthologous gene shows the same functional similarity whereas the paralogous shows the same structural similarity. Thus, the comparative
study of these two genes helps us to gain the information about
their gene evolution and their structure. Such information from the
comparative study helps us the phylogenetic of organisms.
In order for the study of the orthologous and paralogous genes we
considered the Ensemble database for the pairwise comparison of
the gene sequences. To provide the better understandability of
overlapping of the genes, clusters are represented in different colors. Using Venn diagram which are all the genes orthologous and
paralogous in nature using intersection, that is commonality, and
all together common genes using union feature. It not only provides the visualization of the genes but also the enables the comparison of both the clusters.
In order to make the comparison we take the gene sequences from
the Ensemble dataset which is a collection of large number of
gene comprising of orthologous and paralogous genes.so from the
large collection of gene sequences we need to identify and cluster

the genes which are orthologous or paralogous and compare them
and separate them using Venn diagram representation, if we apply
clustering and Venn diagram representation we can overcome the
limitation of improper visualization.

2. Litrature survey
In present literature they are explain about clustering of genes and
visualizing of similar gene using various clustering algorithm,
those literature are
Servant et.al [1] the paper propose ProDom graphical interface.
The fundamental window gives general data on the area family
(upper right): the section promotion number, the photo used to
speak to the family on the graphical yield, a few measurements,
and helpful connections. Wei et.al.
A novel diAnoA novel separation work called the Block Similarity measure, is proposed for evaluating the closeness between adjusted arrangements and for choosing which groupings ought to be
bunch level separation work called the Block Similarity measure.
Thomas et.al [3] Qualities were bunched and converged as portrayed in the content and in materials and strategies. An assortment of assets, particularly the UCSC Family Browser, were utilized to determine an enlightening family identifier and the protein
family (PF) as portrayed on the Pfam site. The position is the area
of the centroid of the quality group (see materials and techniques)
in nucleotide directions of the WS120 informational collection at
WormBas. Shannon et.al [4] Developmental Analysis To explore
the phylogenetic connections existing amongst human and mouse
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qualities, both nucleotide and anticipated amino corrosive groupings of the ZNF areas from the 31 related loci were adjusted utilizing CLUSTAL_X1.8 (Thompson et al. 1997) and looked at utilizing PAUP4.0b10 (Swofford 2002). A progression of phylogenetic
trees was developed utilizing distinctive calculation. Bipin Nair
et.al [5] this paper manages the recognizable proof of the change
in the nucleotide arrangement of the genome of a life form, infection, or additional chromosomal hereditary component position.
Changes in DNA arrangement comes about because of unrepaired
harm to DNA grouping or to RNA genome. Sujith et.al [6] Gathering of different haematological blood protein sequences. Finding
the orthologous gene from the haematological blood protein, Classify each disorder, Perform UPGMA method, Construct phylogenetic tree, Visualization of the Phylogenetic tree different haematological blood protein. Wang et.al [7] OrthoVenn provides detailed comparison details the orthologous gene of multiple species
with detailed visualization using Venn diagrams. Peterson et.al
Orthologous and paralogous was studied based on their both functional and structural similarity rather than concentrating only on
their functionality similarity. Fouts et.al
All four clustering Methods that were adopted agreed on approx.
70% of the clusters and approx86% of the proteins.
The unwanted data’s that were present was removed manually.
Lechner et.al [10] High accuracy and applicable for large dataillustration of orthology connections is a critical advance both in
quality capacity expectation and in addition towards understanding examples of arrangement development. Berglund sing et.al
[11] Identifying orthology relationship between different species
in INPARANOID database using Phylogenetic tree. Orthology
relationship is calculating through mathematical equations. Less
accuracy. Singh.et.al
Conceivably intervening articulation dissimilarity in paralogous.
Examining the administrative changes possibly intervening articulation disparity in paralogous Gene families under particular conditions. Frias-Lopez.et.al [13] they report here worldwide examination of communicated qualities in a normally happening microbial group. We initially adjusted RNA enhancement innovations to
create a lot of cDNA from little amounts of aggregate microbial
group RNA. Fouts et. al.
PanOCT is an apparatus for dish genomic investigation of firmly
related prokaryotic species or strains. PanOCT utilizes conservedgene neighborhood data to isolate as of late veered paralogous into orthologous bunches where homology-just grouping
techniques can't. Muller et.al [15] the new system contains twice
the number of proteins and species. It provide the three domain of
life with several levels of resolutions. Alexeyenko et.al [16] MultiParanoid is an openly accessible independent program that empowers productive orthology examination much required in the
post genomic period. An electronic administration giving access to
the first datasets, the subsequent gatherings of orthologous. Liang
et.al [17] MultiParanoid is an openly accessible independent program that empowers productive orthology examination much required in the post genomic period. An electronic administration
giving access to the first datasets, the subsequent gatherings of
orthologous. lee et.al [18] EST sequencing remains the primary
method of genomic sequencing analysis .the TIGR gene indices
which represents the most comprehensive publically available
analysis of EST sequences. These processes provide a set of
unique high fidelity virtual transcripts or tentative consensus (TC)
sequences. Chen et.al [19] the emergence of genomics has
changed the way by which genes are discovered and isolated.
Previously, a peptide arrangement or phenotype has prompt the
seclusion of another quality. Presently an examiner starts with the
succession of a key quality and scans for homologous qualities in
a creature of moment. Genomics, as a powerful approach, will
certainly have tremendous impact on both fundamental and applied research. Uchiyama. Uchiyama et.al
We uses UPGMA algorithm for clustering orthologous genes and
to identify the domain fusion or domain fission as the part of the
clustering.
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In our work we are taking the data set of various species an grouping the ortho para genes using clustering, clustered genes is representing in Venn-visualizer and applying the features like intersection and union and finally comparing the efficiency. But in present
literature we are not comparing efficiency and not using the Vennfeatures and they are not grouped frequently the paralogous genes.

3. Problem formulation
In order to make the comparison in species grouping effectively is
a tedious process. The present grouping strategy’s are less efficient and time consuming, finding the proper evolutionary relationship .proper visualization of ortho-para representation is a
difficult process in existing literature.

4. Problem definition
In order to make the comparison we take the gene sequences from
the Ensemble dataset which is a collection of large number of
gene comprising of orthologous and paralogous genes.so from the
large collection of gene sequences we need to identify and cluster
the genes which are orthologous or paralogous and compare them
using ven diagram visualization.

5. Methodology
In our proposed methodology we are taking three species data set
s like birds, fishes, mammals and applying three clustering algorithm finding the efficient one .from the grouped data set using
Ven diagram separating them as ortho , para category, finally finding evolutionary relationship through phylogenetic tree representation.

Fig: 1: Flow Diagram.

6. Algorithm
The algorithm which is used to cluster the various species is selforganizing map, k-means and advanced clustering, here we are
showing the pseudo representation of effective clustering like
SOM and phylogenetic tree construction using UPGMA algorithm
is. It is a genome – scale calculation for gathering orthologous
protein succession. It gives not just gatherings shared by at least
two species yet in addition bunches speaking to species particular
quality development families. The calculation begins with best
corresponding hits over any two genomes as potential orthologous
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sets. It is mainly used for the identifying the orthologous and paralogous genes. It helps us in constructing orthologous and paralogous genes across multiple eukaryotic taxa.
SOM algorithm
Step1: set the no of input layers
Step2: Iterations (100)
Step3: error approach
Step4: partition the group
UPGMA algorithm
Step1: input the range values for each species
Step2: construct the matrix
Step3: iterations
Step4: construct the tree

7. Orthologous and paralogous cluster
Orthologous cluster is a group of genes having similar character
due to common ancestry and paralogous cluster is a group of
genes having similar character due to constrained evolution. In
Orthologous cluster contain group of genes having similar functionality and paralogous cluster contain group of genes having
structural similarity. IN our work we are using ven diagram to
segregate ortho paralogous gene from multiple species.in our work
four category orthologous in nature, three category paralogo in
nature, two category ortho-para nature

Fig. 3: SOM Cluster

In this self-organizing map we are using neural network approach,
we are setting the input layer then it iterate 100 times, based on the
error rate approach we are fining the exact fitting cluster, while
passing the data set on each node we calculate the error rate based
on the less error rate we are getting the effective cluster in the
form of category, here we have used automatic generation in 3D
visualization for clustering, finally we can say according to map
generated fish and mammals show the similarity.

8. Related work
The existing work is used to cluster the genes sequences based on
orthologous and paralogous with simple visualization. our work
first phase we are passing our data set with three clustering algorithm then finding the efficient one ,later stage finding the evolutionary relationship. Ven diagram will provide the high detail
information about their similarity and dissimilarity.
Data set

Fig. 4: K Means Cluster.

Fig. 2: Sample Data Set.

9. Experimental result
Clustering is performed by uploading the species like birds,
mammals, and fishes as a .csv file into our interface. The main
advantage of the work is that we are comparing with three algorithms and finding the efficient one according to the error rate
parameter. Then clustered data is representing in Ven diagram as
well as phylogenetic tree for finding evolutionary relationship.
In k-means according to the various property of cluster it generate
cluster, it is a basic clustering approach get the cluster we are first
convert our data set in numeric value according to the property
which we are selecting from a species. Based on one arbitrary
centroid value it will iterate and finally form the exact fitting cluster.

Fig. 5: Advanced Clustering.

In advanced clustering it is clustering according to frequency values that means height it is taking from the data set according to the
property.it is not a stable algorithm it varies according to the property which we select from the species, based on the frequency it
will form a cluster
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Fig. 6: Comparison of Clustering.

In the above graph shows the comparison of three clustering algorithms like SOM, K-means and advanced clustering algorithm.
Based on error rate method SOM is and efficient algorithm, it will
cluster efficiently as well as for each pass of data set it will show
3D visualization.

Fig. 8: Ven Diagram Representation.

From the clustered data we are representing orthologous, paralogous and ortho-para combination from various species using Ven
diagram representation. Here in this Ven diagram we are using
different set operations like difference for ortho only and para
only, intersection for ortho-para combination.
This Ven diagram will give clear separation of functional similarity and difference of various taxa’s.

10.

Conclusion

The Venn diagram helps us to cluster the data with based on
orthologous and paralogous gene with high visualization details
and various clustering methods will give efficient grouping of
various species also we are finding the evolutionary relationship
through phylogenetic tree. The future scope of the Venn diagram
could provide refined information on orthologous and paralogous
gene for large volume of the data.
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